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is the set of controls admitting the states x; (iv) the transition density q(a, F)ma measure depending measurably on the state a and satisfying the conditions q(a,.i(a))=O, q(a,X)<=K <; (v) the rate of payoff r(a)ma measurable function on A;
(vi) the coefficient of discontinuity a--a non-negative constant.
The estimate of the policy zr and the estimate of the model on the time interval [s, u] are given by the formulas 
(a A, x X, f is a function on X, g is a function on A, is the selector; the expressions Of(a) and so on are defined if they do not contain the indeterminacy c-). The norm of functions is understood to be the supremum of their modulus.
Theorem 1. Let 0 -<_ -<_ u < oo, a 0, Vrll / IIR < . We put w,(., w (. ,., R), [3] e-'E(T T')v(x,) dt= v"(x, e-v)-wU(x, e-Uv The limit in formula (3) is non-negative, since v(x) >-w(x, ').
Points C and D are particular cases of Theorems 6.1 and 5.1 from [13] . [4] and Kakumanu [5] ;
Pliska [8] and Doshi [9] obtained various forms of sufficient conditions for general semicontinuous jump models.
The point G is proven in the same way as for discrete time' For a > 0, a stationary optimal policy exists by virtue of F; the case a 0 is obtained by going to the limit which is possible in view of the finiteness of the set of selectors (cf. [17] , 6.3).
Some generalizations of Theorem 2 for the case of jump models with Borel spaces of states were announced, without proof, in [14] .
3. Let 0 < , a 0 and Vr[[ < o. We say that the selector and the bounded function g and R on X form a canonical triple if for all x and t, (5) w'(., q, R) tg + R vt(., R).
The corresponding stationary policy is also called canonical. Similarly as in the case of discrete time (el. [17] , 7.1), it follows from (5) that g is an asymptotic estimate of the model and that the canonical policy is asymptotically optimal in the sense that for any policy li'--w'(x, or) <= g(x)= lim w'(x, q . _ . _ . . ) . and only if (6) O'g VOg O, Under the given assumptions, the function r + QR is bounded from above, and hence the right-hand side is SUpAx)Qg(a)= VQg. The right-hand sides of relations (6)- (7) are established. The function w'(x, , R) is, in view of (5), also locally bounded and, according to Corollary 3.2 from [13] , satisfies almost everywhere in the equation (9) Ow'(x, , R) Twt(x , R).
Ot
Substituting (5) into (9) we have g T*(tg + R)= r()+ tQg + Q'*g (a.e.). The equalities g T*R and Q'*v 0 are obtained by letting 0 and oo. The necessity of equations (6)- (7) is proven.
We prove their sufficiency. The function tg + R is locally bounded, and in order to obtain the right-hand equation in (5) , it remains to verify that it satisfies (8), i.e., (10) g(x)=sup[r(a)+tQg(a)+QR(a)].
A(x)
On account of (6)- (7), (11) sup[r(a)+OR(a)]=g(x), suptOg(a)=tsupOg(a)=O,
Moreover, both suprema are assumed for the same value a =p(x). Therefore, the supremum of the sum equals the sum of the suprema, and (10) follows from (11 The theorem is proven.
If g is a constant, then (6) is automatically satisfied and only equations (7) remain. In this form, equations (7) were used as sufficient conditions of asymptotic optimality in the class of Markovian policies in the sense of the criterion limt_ -1 w t(x, 7r) by Kakumanu [7] (in the case of denumerable X and A), by Doshi [9] (in case of semicontinuous jump models with general X and A), and by Bather 10] (for denumerable X, unbounded q and r but only in the class of stationary policies). (12) Qg(x)=O, xX, Qg(a)<-O a r(p(x))+QRl(x)=g(x), xX, (13) r(a)+QR(a)<-g(x) asaeA(x), Qg(a)=O, where the functions g and R1 are taken from the decomposition w,,(x,p)= a-lg(x)+ R(x)+ o(1) of the estimate of the policy q with discount coefficient a x0 ([4] , Theorem 8.10 and Lemma 11). As Denardo and Fox [15] have pointed out, it follows from (12) and (13) for which Qg(a) < 0. Relations (12) and (14) are equivalent to the system (5)-(6) so that q is a canonical policy.
4. It follows from Corollary 6.2 and Theorem 4.1 in [13] that the results of 2-3 remain valid for a more generally defined model in which A is an arbitrary measurable space, provided one introduces the supplementary condition r < in the assertions 1,2B and 2E, and the condition r / v < in the formulation of 2A. These supplementary conditions are, in fact, unnecessary but in order to get rid of them one must modify the
